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MATTHEW OSBORNE

MODEL AND WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER
Portrait pro Matthew needs a
reliable camera body, sharp lenses
and top-quality lighting for
taking his studio shots

Matthew teaches photography
and lighting workshops from his
home studio in Coventry. See his
work at www.matthewosborne
photography.co.uk

NIKON D800
(£1940, $2997)
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■ What’s it for? My D800 is
my main workhorse camera.
It’s perfect for 36mp highresolution photography, and
doubles up for occasional
videography at 1080p too.
■ Plus points The quality is
almost comparable to that
of medium-format cameras
when it comes to tonality
and resolution.
■ Minus marks The large
file sizes from the D800! But
they are still smaller than
high-res scans of mediumformat film.
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NIKON 200mm f/2 AI-S
(USED: £2500, $3850)
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■ What’s it for? This is the
perfect lens for model
photos and wedding shoots.
When I use it wide open at
f/2 it creates a very shallow
depth of field, which is lovely
for portraits.
■ Plus points The 200mm
gives super-sharp images
even at f/2. I think it’s the
sharpest lens I own.
■ Minus marks It’s very
heavy, and as you can see,
it’s huge – the size scares
models! It also fills a
camera bag instantly.

NIKON FM
(USED: £80, $70)
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■ What’s it for? I use my
little FM to shoot 35mm
film with my existing Nikon
lenses, both D-fit and AI-S. I
love to mix up digital
photography with film.
■ Plus points The small,
light body is great for taking
out and about as it doesn’t
draw attention to itself.
■ Minus marks It’s a
manual-only body, which
takes a little while to get
used to. Those looking for
auto exposure options would
need to buy an FE or an FE2.

NIKON 50mm f/1.2 AI-S
(£600, $700)
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■ What’s it for? Perhaps
my favourite lens. I enjoy
using my 50mm at f/1.2 for
soft, bright, dreamy
portraits with a shallow
depth of field.
■ Plus points As one of the
only Nikon-fit f/1.2 lenses,
it’s a real gem in low light
situations and offers more
than the f/1.4 lens.
■ Minus marks It’s a manual
focus lens, and it can be
tricky to nail the focus when
you’re using it at f/1.2.
Practice makes perfect!

ARRI JUNIOR 650W
SPOTLIGHT (£350, $590)
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■ What’s it for? Given the
terrible weather in the UK I
decided to get a replacement
for the sun! It’s great both in
the studio and on location.
■ Plus points The spotlight
gives even light that can be
controlled by both barn
doors and the Fresnel lens to
concentrate the beam.
■ Minus marks It’s a hot
light and it consumes more
energy than regular studio
lights. It’s not compatible
with regular softboxes and
umbrellas, either.
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